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Summary 
Kevin Manley, Robyn Bathurst, Pete Johnson and Derek Bristol visited Breezeway Cave in 
Williams Canyon with the intent to inspect the anchors and rigging in Cowboy Heaven, Heavens 
Gate chimney, and Rattlesnake Canyon and make any needed improvements.  A 5-step etrier was 
brought, along with bolts, hangers, a 150’ PMI E-Z Bend rope, and all required equipment.   
 
Anchors 
A discussion of anchor types and materials is included in a previous report on a rigging 
trip conducted in Narrows Cave.  Contact the author for a copy of this report.  Most of the 
anchors found in Breezeway were natural (i.e. breakdown blocks or natural bridges).  
These anchors are very strong, eliminate the need to modify the cave by drilling holes, 
and are obviously not subject to degradation from corrosion or aging; however, in some 
cases these natural anchors are not in the ideal location for getting on or off rope or to 
minimize abrasion on fixed ropes.  As a result, some new bolts were placed, but these are 
extremely strong and entirely stainless steel so they should have an indefinite lifespan.  
One Petzl self-drive (aka spit) was removed from the top of the Heavens Gate chimney 
and the hole filled with epoxy putty and rock flour to conceal it. 
 
Cowboy Heaven 
A fixed rope is rigged to an unknown anchor up a dome near the south end of Cowboy 
Heaven.  The end of the rope is ~10’ above the floor and will require a ladder or cheater 
stick to reach.  The rope appears to be 11mm dynamic climbing rope.  It is not known 
why this rope was left in place and cut short, 
but it does seem to be deliberate.  There is a 
spit bolt with Petzl Vrillee aluminum hanger 
about 15’ above the floor leading into a 
parallel dome and another spit without a 
hanger in the dome with the rope.  Some 
research will need to be done to determine 
whether these anchors and ropes have any 
functional purpose.  If they do then another 
trip can be made to upgrade and improve 
them, and if they do not then the gear should 
be removed and the bolt holes filled. 
 
Heavens Gate Chimney 
The awkward chimney just above the “Club” 
gate leading to Heavens Gate was rigged with 
two equalized bolts at the top of the chimney, 
opposite the crawl at the top, and a 5-step 
sewn etrier was attached to these with 
webbing and several plated steel maillons.  
One of the bolts is a ¼” mild steel button-head 
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with mild steel hanger.  The other bolt was a Petzl Cheville Autoforeuse (spit) with 
aluminum Vrillee hanger.  The steel bolt is entirely corroded and unreliable but will need 
a crowbar to remove.  The spit was removed and a new 12 x 55mm Fixe Triplex bolt and 
stainless steel hanger was placed between these old bolts.  The old webbing and heavily 
rusted maillons were removed and a new 5-step sewn etrier was attached to the new bolt 
with an 8mm stainless maillon.  The old 5-step etrier was in good condition so it was 
attached to the bottom of the new etrier with another 8mm stainless maillon so that the 
two etriers now reach the bottom of the chimney.  Removing the “vee” webbing at the 
top of the climb reduces the potential of stepping through this while backing down the 
chimney out of the crawlway – a previously common experience. 
 
Rattlesnake Canyon 
The rigging in Rattlesnake Canyon was a bit of patchwork that incorporated two natural 
anchors and an array of webbing and ropes tied together.  A lengthy section of webbing 
extended from a natural anchor all the way through Sidewinder to the canyon on the other 
side where a rope was tied into this webbing.  There have been complaints that the 
webbing increases the difficulty of getting through Sidewinder and there is obviously 
opportunity for this to rub on the 90 degree corners in the crawl.  The static rope on the 
far side of the crawl did not reach the bottom of the canyon, and a dynamic rope was tied 
to the end of it.   
 
It was decided that a 2-bolt master anchor was needed on the far side of Sidewinder right 
at the top of Rattlesnake Canyon.  Two 12 x 75mm Fixe Triplex bolts were placed with 
stainless hangers and 8mm 
stainless quick-links.  This 
anchor will support over 
10,000 lbs and is suitable for a 
rescue load.  The old webbing 
and ropes were removed with 
the exception of some purple 
1” tubular webbing rigged to a 
natural bridge half way down 
the canyon.  A new 11mm x 
150’ PMI E-Z Bend rope was 
rigged to the 2-bolt anchor with 
a double figure-8.  This was 
run down the canyon, but the 
canyon doesn’t run straight so 

there were some rub points on 
both the right and left walls.  
The rope is used as a hand-line in the upper part of the canyon so it was tied into the 
purple webbing to minimize the rubbing.  This was done with an alpine butterfly knot and 
8mm stainless maillon.  The webbing looked to be in good shape and about the right 
length so no adjustments were made.  The last 15-20’ of the canyon is a vertical drop to 
the bottom, but with the length of rope above there is significant rope stretch where it 
goes over the edge.  A single 12 x 75mm bolt was placed at the edge of this drop as a 
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rebelay anchor.  There is a small ledge here that can be used to cross the rebelay, and this 
eliminates most of the rope stretch for the final 15-20’ of the drop.  This can be used with 
full SRT gear, or as a hand-line.  A knot and label were left in the end of the rope and the 
150’ length is a perfect fit. 
 

 
 

Schematic of Rattlesnake Canyon rigging 
 
 
Other Rigging 
There is about 25’ of what appears to be Bluewater II static rope rigged above the Peach 
Pit on the north end of Cowboy Heaven with knotted loops to help get down a slick slope.  
This is rigged to a breakdown block and padded with a cut section of fire hose.  The rope 
looks to be in very good condition and is extremely well rigged.  No need to fix what 
ain’t broke. 
 
There is a rope rigged to an unknown anchor going up a dome at the far end of 
Rattlesnake Canyon.  The anchor above is reportedly very poor and this rope was placed 
over ten years ago.  At some point the dome should be climbed and the anchor and rope 
both replaced, or removed.  The rope appears to be 11mm dynamic rope with quite a lot 
of stretch.   
 
A ~50’ section of 11mm dynamic rope is rigged to a natural anchor in the canyon below 
Rattlesnake Canyon.  This may have been rigged recently to facilitate survey in the area.  
We re-tied what appeared to be a pseudo-bowline with a figure-8 follow-through and 
added a couple butterfly knot loops to help in climbing back up.  This rope is fine for its 



intended purpose, but if regular travel is expected then the same natural anchor can be 
used and static rope, or possibly a short rope ladder with a rope pad is recommended. 
 
There are no other immediate rigging improvements needed so we will shift our focus to 
other projects including completing the work in Narrows and evaluating anchors and 
ropes in Huccacove and Silent Splendor. 
 
The team would like to thank Cave of the Winds management and the Williams Canyon 
Project for their support of this effort. 


